you’re probably thinking some
January 2008
skipper but I was actually happy
that it happened because I wanted to flip the boat over.
So I was not scared at all when this happened and it
was good practice. When we practiced the wind
sometimes cooperated. The times that we did have
wind, Josh showed me what I had to do. One practice
we had no wind and we were just baking in the sun.
Maybe because we practiced not having any wind is

“I was actually happy that we
flipped the boat over…”
By Stephanie Montana

Hi I am Stephanie Montana, who is a fifteen year old
that had a chance to race at Greenwood Lake in the
Rebel Junior National Championship on July 15,
2007. The way that I found out about the junior national races was from my dad. My dad is friends with
Bob Zimmer and he asked my dad to see if I would
like to race. At first I did not want to but then I realized that it would be a fun experience for me to do,
and it was!

Breaking News
News: Lake Fenton will be the site
of our 2008 National Regatta see page 5 for details

the reason why in the last race we recovered so well.
We practiced about four or five times and then it was
time to race.
Race day came quickly. Josh and I went over
to the boat house. Once we got over to the boat house
there was a captains meeting. At the captains meeting
we found out that it was too windy and we would not
be able race; we would have to wait till tomorrow. I
was disappointed that we could not race that day but
then I was glad at the same time because it was really
windy. For the rest of the day all the racers hung out at
the boat house and we had hot dogs and hamburgers
for dinner. After eating I went home and waited for
tomorrow to come. While I was at home I felt a little
Theresa Stoodley (l) and Stephanie Montana (r) listen as the
PRO, Rose Steele, reviews the Junior racing instructions.
nervous because I had never raced before but I was
also excited.
When I woke up my family and I drove back
As it got closer to the races Josh Zimmer (my skipto
Green
wood Lake to meet Josh at the boat ramp
per) and I practiced sailing on the Rebel. Even though
I have been sailing before in my family’s boats, they where he keeps his boat. When we got there I helped
Josh put the sails on the rebel. After the sails were on
don’t have jibs so practicing was important. During
we were ready to sail over to the boat house. When we
our first practice Josh flipped the boat over! Now
1

[continued on the next page ]

standing still. This made me really excited but I didn’t
get too excited because one other boat could do what
Josh did and come up from behind us. When Josh and
I got to the finish line and finish in first place I was so
relieved.
When the race was over all of the boats went
over to the boat house and had our picture taken. Then
since Josh and I won the junior national races we had
a surprise waiting for us—we both got tossed in to the
lake for winning! This was a really exciting day for
CEREMONIAL DUNKING
Complete Results on the Web at http://www.rebelsailor.com
Primary Race Official (PRO) Rose Steele (center) reviews the
race instructions our Junior competitors

got over to the boat house we sailed around and waited
for all the other boats to get out on the water. Once all
the boats got out on the water we started the race. We
went around the course five times. The first race Josh
and I won. I was really excited because I was not
really excepting to win. The second race we came in
second place, and the rest of the races we came in first
place.
During one of the races, I think it was the
fourth race, we hit the buoy and had to do a 360 degree turn (penalty) for hitting it. I thought that since
me. When I first found out about the races I said to
we had to do a 360 penalty that we would not do as
good as we had been. So I was surprised at how well myself that I will just go for the fun of it since I have
never raced before. I would never have guessed that I
would have been the crew member of the boat that
won. Josh was a really good captain and I learned
something’s from him that I did not know before. I
think that a lot more kids should come out and race
next year because it is a really fun experience and you
learn a lot from it. I had a really great time and I hope
R
that I can participate next year.
Stephanie and Josh relax between races.

Our Junior competitors struggle with little wind off the wind in
the final race of the Junior Championship Series.

we did. What really made me worried was the last
race. The last race Josh and I really didn’t have that
good start which put us in third place at one time and
then the wind died off. That whole race I thought that
we would not win. Once we got to the second to last
buoy we started to move and all the other boats were
[continued next column]
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COMMODORE’S CORNER

class event which would give us a chance to showoff
the boat and class while having a great time. The
Nationals at Lake Fenton should be on everyone’s
list. The Nickels family and the Lake Fenton Sailing
Club put on an excellent event. Regattas are also
schedule in the Grand Rapids, Des Plaines, Greenwood Lake, and Clark Lake. Check online at
www.rebelsailor.com for dates and details.
Boat Shows- Word is the Nickels Boat Works will
have a booth at the Chicago and Toronto boat
shows. If attending stop in, say hi, talk up the Rebel,
and order a new boat (just a thought as it will help
your current investment).
Finally, I had an interesting e-mail the other day.
Someone who had purchased an old Rebel (1960s)
was trying to determine what the sail number should
be for the boat. They could find no number on the
boat but had the hull ID number on the registration.
The number shown was WSZ149840689. UnfortuANOTHER YEAR OF REBEL RACING BLOOMS
nately I could not help them since the ID number
was not for a Rebel. Here’s what the number tells.
Well the summer toys are put away; holidays have
The manufacturer (WSZ) was West Fabrication, Inc.
come and gone with this issue so it is time to think of
the New Year. The repairs and upgrades that didn’t get of Steuben, Maine. The hull number was 14984 and
done last summer are now postponed to next spring. Of the boat was manufactured in June of 1989. Manufacturer info is available on the internet based on the
course next spring the boats will come out of storage
just in time for the first races of the 2008 sailing season three letter marine code. This hull ID numbering
system has been required since the mid-1980s, but
so that list of things to do may just have to wait until
the boats are ready for storage again. I am not the only you probably knew this already, but how would a
1960 Rebel get mid-1980s hull ID from a non-Rebel
one, just remember to check your rig before you raise
Al
that mast next spring I hate it when the mast falls down. boat builder?!
So contrary to my personality, let’s do some planning –
sailing season is just around the corner!
Meetings- The spring meeting will be in Grand Rapids,
for the convenience of the commodore, on February 23,
2008. The meeting will start at 10:30am at Grand Rapids Yacht Club, include a simple lunch and hopefully
be over by early afternoon.

NICKELS BOAT
WORKS
2426 S. Long Lake Road
Fenton, MI 48430
Phone: 810 750 1855
Email: nickelsboatworks@juno.com

Announcements- Dave Nickels has accepted the position of Vice-Commodore and will be hosting, managing and directing our 2008 National Regatta with his
wife Marianne on his own pond in Fenton Michigan.
Thanks David.

New Rebels, Boat Repairs and Parts

Regattas-The Rebel Class has received an invitation to
participate in the Rockhall regatta. This is a multiContinued next column
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Lake Fenton Yacht Club will Host 2008 …the home of Rebel family fun in 2002 where
cheering sections for the junior competitors lined the
National Championship
club lawn. The whole Nickels family and many
friends are looking forward to your visit. For those
looking for a championship, this just happens to be

The Lake Fenton Sailing Club (LFSC) invites you
to the 2008 Rebel Nationals in Fenton, Michigan.
Lake Fenton is a deep, clear water, glacier carved
body of water that is ideal for our week long July
regatta. Lake Fenton is located about 10 miles
south of Flint and 50 miles north northeast of Detroit. We are also just east of US23 between exits
80 and 84.
At LFSC we have 345’ of lake front with and
sandy beach and a protected swimming areas. Our
club house is quite large but comfortable and is always in the center of the action as you can see 90%
to a 100% of the racing action from the grounds. In
addition, we have ample dock space that features
both a hoist and ramp for boat launching.
Since our first nationals in 1997, LFSC has been

[continued page 20]

[continued next column]

3 crews 3 championships 2005, 2006 and 2007
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37th Annual Des Plaines Invitational

nephew John Paez crewing, used a boat donated to the
Park District. A side stay broke on the first windward
and they were out for the rest of the afternoon. Joe
managed to get a replacement and was set for Sunday. In the second race, Mark and Peggy Quiniff got
off to a good start in the other Park District boat and
held on to win the race. Apparently, they began to
figure the “Gina B” out as they managed to win the
third and fourth races. Meanwhile, Scott Wright, with
his friend Ann Markaity, continued to improve and
moved up to a close second place finish in the fourth
race. Neil Robb was up and down after the first race,
but managed to be up at the end of each race when it
really counts. Jim Quiniff and Mike Stoodley had one
bad race, but otherwise sailed really well in
“Afterburner”. Wayne Rathbun, switching between
Renee and daughter Kristen as crew was very consistent. In the fourth race, he made it a three boat race
with the Quiniffs and Scott. John and Judi Washburn
were right in the mix, but ended up not starting the
fourth race so they could get home to set up the
party. Needless to say, this affected their final
score. Phil and Irene Faulkner have had better days,
but their second in the third race was a thing of beauty
and Tom Laskowski with John Ciborowski and John
Vandenbrink with Dick Carlson showed some real
flashes of brilliance. In fact, it is a credit to the fleet
that the racing was consistently ... next page

By Mark Quiniff
Des Plaines Rebel Fleet 23 hosted its 37th annual Invitational and District IV Championship Regatta on August 11 and 12, 2007. After a relatively
pleasant summer, weather in the couple weeks before
the regatta became somewhat problematic, with high
temperatures, high humidity, lots of rain and little
wind. As guests Neil Robb and Scott Wright arrived
on Saturday morning, they were dismayed to see Lake
Opeka looking like a still life painting, reflections of
the sky on the water and all. The weather forecast was
no better and everyone took a deep breath to see what
would happen. Finally, out of nowhere (actually the
southeast) some wind started to appear and after a half
hour delay, the boats were out and running. As the
afternoon progressed, the wind clocked to the southwest and blew almost all afternoon from 10-15
mph. So much for the weatherman’s ENE at 5-10
mph! The fact that it was hot and humid was pretty
much ignored by everyone as race committee Bill
Hanson and Diana Kremen ran four great races.
In the first race, guest Neil Robb, with Theresa
Stoodley crewing, showed everyone how it is done by
overcoming an individual recall and convincingly winning the race. Joe Stoodley with his ... next column

Des Plaines Invitational Aug 11 & 12 2007
Back Row: (left to right) Diana Kremen & Bill Hanson (Race Committee), Wayne Rathbun, Tom Laskowski, Irene & Phil Faulkner,
John Ciborowski, Jim Quiniff, Rene Rathbun, Mark Quiniff, Mike Stoodley, John Washburn, Neil Robb, Ron Reading, Dick Carlson
Middle Row: John Vanden Brink, John Paez, Joe Stoodley, Kristin Rathbun, Judi Washburn Teresa Stoodley
Front Row: Peggy Quiniff, Ann Markaity, Scott Wright
Photo by Barbara Paez
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37th Annual Des Plaines Invitational
very close, with tactics rather than boat speed being the deciding factor.
While the rest of the fleet missed the Washburns on the race course, they were universally pleased with
the results, because John and Judy hosted a phenomenal party at their beautiful home. The large turnout,
which included Jim and Joan Leeney, was surprisingly chipper considering the hot and humid weather. The
casual dinner of Italian beef and bratwurst with several excellent desserts made for a great evening after a day
of great sailing.
Sunday was another story. It was supposed to be hot and humid. It was. It was supposed to be 10-20
MPH. It wasn’t! The lake was as calm as it had been on Saturday morning, and when it hadn’t filled in by 11
AM, the race committee called it a regatta and everyone brunched on the leftover salads and desserts from the
night before in the air conditioned clubhouse. For what it’s worth, many thought it would fill in like Saturday
afternoon, but it never did, so getting Neil and Scott on the road by 1 PM worked out for the best. Final results
are as follows:
Boat

Skipper/Crew

Race
1

Race
2

Race
3

Race 4

Total

4179X

Quiniff

3

1

1

1

5.25

Final
Place/
District
1/1

4162

Robb/Stoodley

1

2

3

4

9.75

2/na

3982

Wright

7

3

4

2

16

3/na

4179

Quiniff/Stoodley

2

4

7

5

18

4/2

4198

Rathbun

5

6

5

3

19

5/3

4195

Faulkner

8

8

2

7

25

6/4

4186

Washburn

4

5

8

D(10)

27

7/5

4196

Vandenbrink/Carlson

6

9

9

6

30

8/6

4197

Laskowski/Ciborowski

9

7

6

8

30

9/7

4072

Stoodley

10

10

10

10

40

10/8
Continued Next Page

From a Ray Greene
Mark I to the
Dave Nickels Mark V
Rebels Remain
Competitive
Buy One Today

Race, Relax in a Rebel
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DPYC
Rebel Fleet #23
by. John Washburn

Fleet participation saw some improvement over previous years. After a slow start in the spring series, Rebels
turned out in numbers for all regattas. For the first time since 2004 there were enough scoring starts (19), in the
summer series to qualify a fleet champion. Not surprisingly Mark & Peggy Quiniff took top honors, even
though sharing Afterburner much of the season, with son Jim who, along with Mike Stoodley, also took many
first place finishes.
Six of our boats traveled 800 plus miles to participate in the Rebel Nationals at Greenwood Lake, New Jersey,
enough to earn the award for most boats from a visiting fleet. Sailing on this 9 mile long, lake nestled in the
Appalachian Mountains was a real novelty for Lake Opeka sailors.
Teresa Stoodley and Catie Simmons both represented DPYC skippering in the Junior Nationals. There were
many exciting finishes with boats inching each other out, at the end. Teresa finished a close second after five
races held in difficult, light & shifty conditions. Catie also took up the challenge. Although struggling, at the
beginning, she showed marked improvement with each race, and will, no doubt, return even stronger, next
year.
Senior Nationals results were as follows…
M. Quiniff/ P. Quiniff
7
J. Washburn/ J Washburn
J. Quiniff/ M. Stoodley
14
J. Stoodley/ T. Stoodley
P. Faulkner/ M. Faulkner
16
R. Reading/ C. Simmons

18
19
24

The DPYC Rebel Invitational & District IV Championship was held August 11 & 12th. Neil Robb & Scott
Wright brought their boats from Clark Lake, Michigan. Mark & Peggy Quiniff and Joe Stoodley breathed new
life into a couple neglected park district boats, making for a fleet of ten. Four close and challenging races were
held in winds of 10-15 on Saturday. Thunderstorms came through, after the party, that night, leaving no wind
for the final day of racing. After multiple, half hour postponements the race was called and the finishes were as
follow...

M. Quiniff/ P. Quiniff
N. Robb / T. Stoodley
S. Wright / A. Markaity
J. Quiniff / M. Stoodley
W. & R. Rathbun

Reg./ Dist.
1 /1
2 / na
3 / na
4 / 2
5 / 3

P. Faulkner/ I. Faulkner
J. Washburn/ J Washburn
J. Vandenbrink/ D. Carlson
T. Laskowski/ J. Ciborowski
J. Stoodley/ J. Paez

Reg./ Dist.
6 / 4
7 / 5
8 / 6
9 / 7
10 / 8

Two boats from our fleet traveled to Jackson Michigan for the Tim Dowling Memorial Regatta in September.
Phil Faulkner & John Washburn joined forces in Phil’s boat, while Ron Reading sailed with granddaughter
Catie. For two days a competitive fleet of 18 Rebels enjoyed exceptionally pleasant weather and fair winds. In
the end Phil & John finished 7th, while Ron & Catie continued on after a receiving a damaging T-bone crash to
finish 13th. Our hosts at Clark Lake, especially those volunteers running the regatta, made it an especially
pleasant experience.
As our boats get put away for the winter we look forward to the 2008 season. A few new people have conR
tacted us, and are interested in joining our fleet.
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CLYC’s 47th Annual Regatta
and 2007 Fleet Report
One can never be to sure about the weather in September as it is the month that marks the changing seasons.
With the youngsters going back to school, the leavings
withering above, the swim wear morphing into foul
weather gear and the winds swinging from the south to
the north, what to serve and what to wear is almost
always a morning call at Clark Lake. However, the
September of 2007 will mostly likely be remembered
for the absolutely fantastic weather that ushered 43
boats to our humble Club’s Annual Tim Dowling Memorial Regatta.

Al and Karol Vorel cross Dan Hockenberry and Scott Dowling

the fun that it is. So thank you one and all, as we
could not have had this wonderful weekend in September with out you! What ever the weather in September brings, plan on the camaraderie being here on
Clark Lake for you. Editor’s Note: This story was originally
published by CLYC at www.clarklakeyachtclub.org

Sunday morning Rebel start as a Sunfish checks the line

This 47th Annual Invitational brought our friends from
as far as Minneapolis and Toronto to share the camaraderie that makes the Clark Lake Yacht Club famous
year around. And there is no greator statesman on the
camaraderie of sailing than Al Schonborn or as he is
better known ‘Uncle Al’. If you have not been fortunate enough to have already visited Uncle Al’s webRegatta Race Pro Mike Smith with 2nd place team Mary Vorel
site, then stop reading and go to http://www.wayfarer- & grandmother-crew Pat Vorel. Below: 1st place team of Al
canada.org/07CLYC/07CLYC_index.html now. Once Schonborn (center) & Marc Bennett with Bruce the Regatta Chair.
you have been to this site, you will certainly understand the brevity of our own coverage of our event.
Having said that, there is but one thing left to do. That
thing is to not only say thank Uncle Al for his efforts,
but to extend that thank you to all the volunteers who
produced and the sailors who competed in the event
we are now celebrating. You must know that all your
effort is being thoroughly enjoyed as another heart felt
memory that makes the tradition of competitive sailing
Continued next column

next page 1 more picture
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Despite this flux, we are able to sail 16 races in the
Spring Series and 14 in the Summer Series. Our Fleet
Champion for both the Spring and Summer Series was
Neil Robb who is pictured (below) with son Eric Robb.

Mike Smith with 3rd place team of Steve and Katie Cummins.

R

Fleet 2 in 2007
Fleet Captain Dan Hockenberry
Once again Fleet 2 was able to add a couple of boats to our fleet and a half-a-dozen
sailing members to our Club by organizing
our Learn-to-Sail/Fun Sail program. Those
of you who attended the Tim Dowling Memorial Regatta probably have already met
Mike Smith (above) and Bill Rohlin (below) who
sailed with Dorothy Rose.

2nd place in the Spring Series went Woody Woodruff
and Dan Hockenberry was 2nd in the Summer Series.
Bruce Nowak was 3rd in the Spring Series and Woody
was 3rd in the Summer. Since Bruce said something
about the Cox-Sprague Scoring System, you can find
our scoring at www.clarklakeyachtclub.org.

Our social activities started our a little bit slow, but
Cheryl and I held the Monkey Ward Cup party over
Halloween. The Monkey Ward Cup is another tribute
to Rex Pierson, well sort of , I guess. The leopard
skinned lined cup is reputed to be Rex’s boyhood
chamber pot and is given to a fleet member for any
dubious reason. In the tiny pictures below (my camera
takes 300 pixel pictures) you might be able to see
Mike Smith actually grew up in the Des Plaines area Mike Smith (left) receiving the Cup for his to decision
and still works the big boat circuit out of Chicago. Bill to purchase and sell as many as 3 boats in one season,
drop from 1st to last in a single year and being the
Rohlin was a member of CLYC a couple of decades
youngest of our group. When you receive the Cup
back and found that he missed relaxing in Rebel.
Over the summer both Mike and Bill with family and you must display it prominently in your home. In the
picture (center) you should be able to see Bruce standfriends were frequently seen sailing or racing their
ing under a witch’s hat during the party. Somehow
boats on Clark Lake.
that just seemed to humorous to all in attendance.
These additions to our competitive fleet were tempo- And, despite the chilly weather, we also went on hayride around our neighborhood (right). Once we have
rarily off set by season long absences of Steve Cummins and Jeff Hoover. Both Steve and Jeff missed our the Christmas Party at the Puckey’s, we will be lookSpring and Summer Series as they were hampered by ing forward to the Spring meeting and sailing.! R
facility closings and company mergers. As Steve and
Katie made it back for our Invitational, we expect Jeff
and family to be on the water next season.
Continued Next Column
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Rebels Invited to the Rock Hall One-Design Regatta
From the Mail Bag
The ever present ambassador of One-Design Sailing Uncle Al Schonborn would like us to join him and his
Wayfarer friends at the Rock Hall One-Design Regatta for a week end of fun on June 21-22, 2008. Quoting
Uncle Al: “The Rock Hall weekend is actually two separate events: there is the actual Rock Hall One-Design
Regatta on the Saturday and Sunday (June 21-22) which is one-design racing on two separate courses with
anywhere up to a dozen classes involved - see Race Results for 2007 Summer One Design Regatta at http://
www.rockhallyc.org/ - plus, for those interested and able to be there for the Friday (June 20) there is the Down
the Chester River Race which is multi-class (this year we had a Log Canoe in it as you can see at http://
www.wayfarer-canada.org/07Rock.Hall/07RH_reportRR.html) and scored on the Portsmouth system. This
makes it a crap shoot but the race is just simply fun to sail!!
Though somewhat Wayfarer-oriented, http://www.wayfarer-canada.org/00coming.up/
RockHall_promo.html (my regatta promo page) gives a pretty comprehensive overview of the weekend and
what it entails. I'm sure you will love it at Rock Hall. This year, we Wayfarers had our attendance up to 12
boats (only one from the host club, the rest of us from as far a field as Florida, Michigan and Ontario - and for
2008 we already have one Wayfarer "signed up" to come from Kansas!!)
Salt water (sort of), marginal tides, wide open sailing area that is protected from excessive wave action
but a flat shore allows the (sometimes shifty) winds full access. Wonderful hospitality and facilities, plus lots
of history in the area to enjoy for those not sailing. Very well and expeditiously run races - usually windwardleeward.
Hope this helps. I trust this means a date for me to talk to the Awosting Rebels on the weekend of June
13-15? I'll look forward to seeing you there plus at Rock Hall (where I'll be able to show that I can, indeed,
also sail a boat with a spinnaker, and you guys can meet the Wayfarer gang who are every bit as lovable as the
Rebels).”; plus we have already heard from Bill Selick who has confirmed that he plans on attending. Looking
at the Club’s water front below, this has the makings of a great gathering. More charts, maps and pictures may
R
be found on page 12 and 13.
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Chart of the Chester River detailing the Friday Portsmouth Race Course
Courtesy of Uncle Al

Rock Hall YC Maps
Courtesy of Uncle Al
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Up Close On Greenwood’s Water
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Up Close On Greenwood’s Water
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Up Close On Greenwood’s Water
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Up Close On Greenwood’s Water
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‘by the lee …’
as sailed on Some-Assembly-Required R4187

As Brian Main and I were swapping tall tales after any Sunday race, he often suggested that I should write about our
water adventures. Not quite sure if Brian was still steamed
about the lack of buoy room or some other yet to be discussed slight, I mused over what Brian really thought.
Now it is of course true that I like to sail by-the-lee, skipper
from the lee-side and keep the lee-side low to the water up
the wind, but does he really mean I should say good bye to
these practices! What other reason could he possibly have
for me to write about Rebel racing using the title “by the
lee”? Could it be he thought my view of the various situations fell some where between a fairy tale and a sea story!
Well this ain’t no…
If the facts are to be known, it was a glorious day
on the waters of Clark Lake and some how Mark Ortiz and
I managed to be in the third boat rounding the mark for the
last down-wind leg of the Regatta. The natural state of
such legs is that those in the front are at the mercy of the
wind from the stern and keeping clear air meant fighting for
the inside. While this strategy would normally be the best,
the winds on Clark Lake that afternoon were not good in
the center of the lake. Rather, the winds were strong in the
slot just to the north of Eagle’s Point heading east or west.
Even as deaf as I am, it was not possible to ignore
the churning of the 15 Rebels coming up to stern. Our attempts to jibe to starboard and stay in the slot were futile as
Rebel after Rebel were stretched side-by-side so that one
could boat hop from the north to the south shore. No matter how a wonderful view, the closer we came to Eagle’s
Point, the wind’s velocity diminished as it bounced off the
tree tops and over the top of our sails.
Knowing one’s fate is not always that great, particularly when seven competitors are about to bowl over
you as if you were standing still. Well may be we were, but
it didn’t really matter because by the time we were bunching to round the mark, we had no overlap. Mark and I tried
to sneak inside but were deftly cut off by John Washburn
and Phil Faulkner leaving us to be blanked by 5 Rebels.
About 2 boat lengths past the mark downwind and one boat
length to the south (picture 5 Rebels not quite abeam with
closest to the mark to wind with each jib in clear like a stair
case, rounding a mark simultaneously) we had just enough
momentum to tack.
With the bow headed east, we waited patiently (ok,
so maybe not so patiently but there was no cussing that I
heard anyway) for the air to clear as the 5 boats kept up
their battle moving to the south. As we heard the markrounding-bellowing of next 8 boats, it was clear to me that
our boat was not making way. In this new batch of chaos, I
saw Brian tack clear astern and to the inside of us. In that
of a second my thought was ok, this shouldn’t be a

...problem. However, I clearly underestimated the speed of
Brian’s boat as they were upon much quicker than I had
anticipated before our bow was past the mark.
It was at this point that Brian began hailing for
buoy room, for which I replied you have no rights and I
have no way. I think perhaps that my language here may
have been misunderstood. By ‘no way’ I did not mean that
we would not have moved out of the way, rather we couldn’t do that. Since we couldn’t get out the way, Brian gave
us a slight bump abeam. As it was my belief that the contact was incidental, we did not hail for a penalty. We did,
however, hear another boat say that Brian had to do a penalty.
Given that Brian is ever the model of sportsmanship, he did a Two Turns Penalty which just ruined his day.
And I am truly sorry that such a lovely day had to have
such a bummer in it. The obvious question ashore was who
was wrong. As I saw it, Brian did not have an overlap, and
as the overtaking boat would have to keep clear. As Brian
saw it, I was the outside boat and had to give him room.
Although there was general agreement on shore that Brian
had to take a penalty, I had a chance to meet and chat with
David Perry at the One-Design Symposium in November.
What seemed to me to be a relatively simple question turns
out to be a really complex application of racing rules to the
facts in our situation, and that is why it is understandable
that Brian and I both were not sure who was right and
wrong.

Brian Main and crew Steve Caulrey return to
port after a rough go on the water.

After explaining the facts, David Perry excitedly provided
me with two possible rule interpretations of the facts. To
begin with as Brian did not have an overlap when I reached
the two-length zone, he had to keep clear per rule 18.2(c).
However, because I tacked before completing the rounding,
rule 18.2(c) turned off, though rule 18 remained on as we
were still passing the mark. When Brian established the

Continued next column
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Continued next page

‘by the lee …’

Rebel Sailing on Greenwood Lake

continued from page 18

By Jack Schuchardt Rebel 4018
overlap inside of me after tacking, rule 18.2(a) required me
to give him room, unless I was unable to do so (see rule
18.2(e)). In this case I was unable to do so because I had no
way on. Dave suggested the judges could also reason that
Brian and I were approaching the mark on opposite tacks.
As such rule 18.3 would be applied as Brian had tacked
inside the two-length zone, which turns off 18.2. In that
case, Brian can’t cause me to sail above close-hauled to
avoid him; and furthermore, because Brian came from
astern (rule 12) and gained the right-of-way under rule 11,
he had to give me room to keep clear (rule 15).
Intuitively we both understood what our ‘rights’
might be but not necessarily our obligations or the actual
reasoning as to why we might be right. And that is the insight I would most like to thank David Perry for. If we are
to be good sports, then it is incumbent on each of us to
know and follow the rules, as complicated as they can be in
some situations.
But that is another story for ‘by the lee’ and our
readers must now know that both Brian Main and David
Perry not only edited this article before printing but are the
essential ingredients in it. With out my good friend Brian’s
cheerful insistence and David’s genuine interest and enthusiasm this selection probably would not have come to pass.
Readers must also understand that David Perry’s opinions
are his personal views and are not the opinions of the US
SAILING Appeals Committee of which he is currently
chair. Thanks Brian, Thanks David. Bruce L Nowak,
‘helm-nut’ R4187, Rebel Fleet 2, Clark Lake, Michigan

VERY successful season at the lake! There were usually 8
to 10 boats on the line each Saturday and Sunday with lots
of "noise” on the start line! Very few races cancelled due to
weather so we really had a lot of races this year -best sailing year ever!!
In early July we ran a "Sailing School” and this was our
first attempt and we were very pleasantly surprised to find
27 young sailors waiting for us on the boat house the first
day! The first thing we did was make them all jump in the
water for a swim test --I think they were all surprised at
that. The school lasted 8 days with the majority of the time
on the water, 2 students and 1 instructor to a boat. Our
Commodore Paul Bryan and myself were the organizers,
instructors etc with lots of help with fleet members.
Right after the Sailing School event we hosted the Rebel
Nationals and all the Greenwood Lake sailors were please
at the turnout --lots of boats from all over. Received quite a
few nice comments about the Regatta and we felt all who
came had a good time and that’s what we tried to provide.
Part of the Regatta was the Junior Sailing which really
turned out well, lots of young people wanted to sail and
most of them came from the sailing school which was
really very satisfying to the all the people who ran the
school. We fully expect to make this an annual event and
part of our sailing program.
Had some boat changes, Chris Hill sold his boat (4184)
to Bob Zimmer so we think we will see Josh Zimmer trying
to retain his Jr. National title in the new Zimmer boat? Dan
Leon who purchased George Vurno’s "Phantom” came on
R strong this year and Paul Hamilton purchased "Orange
Crush” so we look forward to seeing him on the line .
Our lake champion this year was Jeff Schuchardt. When
he started sailing he crewed for me and decided there must
be a better way to race sailboats than what he saw so he
went and did it his way --and it works very well apparently!
Quite a few sailors in our fleet are talking about
the Rock Hall regatta, it sounds like a lot of fun in a great
place and we are looking forward to it. Hope to see Rebels
from the West.
We hope to send boats to Lake Fenton, in Fenton Michigan for the Nationals next year. For many of our sailors the
Nationals at Greenwood was their first sailing experience in
a major regatta -and they liked it.
Again we want to thank all the sailors who made the trip
out East to our lake and we look forward to seeing all of
R
our old and new sailing friends next year.

100% Success

During CLYC’s 2007 Tim Dowling Memorial Regatta Rebel
3319 crosses Rebel 4176 on a favourable wind shift
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Lake Fenton Yacht Club will Host 2008
National Championship

Rebel Fleet –Grand Rapids
by AL Vorel

Continued from page 5
It’s been an interesting year in GR. We had light turnouts
for sailing early in the season, but as the year continued we
were seeing more and more boats at the starting line each
weekend. We’ve had 3 new Rebel sailors join the fleet this
year. George and Kasey McCargar and their daughter, Hallye and their son, Joe joined early in the year as well as
Carl and Betsy Brown and toward the end of the sailing
season, Jim and Katie Hudson.
George and his daughter Hailey sailed quite a bit this summer. His wife crewed a few times as well and not always
with her husband (Kasey was kind enough to crew with
skippers who did not have crew available) Don and Dave
Hazelswart also were back sailing again after Don had neck
surgery last year. Bob Murray and Pat Vorel sailed together
again this year. Al and Karel Vorel were our only travelers
this year attending both Nationals in New Jersey and the
Tim Dowling Invitational in the fall. Unfortunately, they
could not attend the Des Plains Invitational because it was
the same weekend as their daughter, Christina’s wedding.
Our annual corn roast in August was well attended as well.

...the lake where David did not win the Rebel National
Championship! Son Kevin Nickels won the 2002
event with Steve Cummings as his crew. As Kevin
wrote in that year’s September Rabble: “Sailing the
home water added a little confidence, but frankly some
of the races I got beaten in were race when I ‘did the
things you are supposed to do on Lake Fenton’… The
Nationals is a special event for any class of boat, and
none do it better than the Rebel Class. We see people
from all over, people we may only see that one time a
year. Large events tend to bring out the best sailing,
and spark competitions to its highest level. In some
respects I feel a little redemption for 1998. Mostly I
am just happy and proud to join my father’s ranks and
be the 2002 Rebel National Champion.”

Memorial Day Finishes:
First: Ed and Linda Cox
Second: Ken Nelson and Jack O Donnell
Third: Al and Karel Vorel
July 4th Finishes:
First: Ed and Linda Cox
Second: Al and Karel Vorel
Third: Bob Murray and Pat Vorel
Labor Day Finishes:
First: Ed and Linda Cox
Second: Ken Nelson and Jack O’ Donnell
Third: Al and Karel Vorel
Season Results
First: Ed and Linda Cox
Second: Al and Karel Vorel
Third: Bob Murray and Pat Vorel
Fourth: Don and Dave Hazelswart

As we are all wondering what lessons Kevin took
from his dad, Dave just happened to write the answer
in the December 2001 issue of the Rabble. “I am what
most people call a ‘seat of the pants’ sailor. My father
taught me high-tech things such as: keep the boat on
Over all this year was very competitive. Whereas, last
the making leg, don’t pinch, and you have to lay the
year we had trouble getting enough boats out to have a
boat off when its light! When I was learning to sail
valid race, this year we usually had 4-6 boats out each
the Lighting, he insisted on holding the main sheet.
weekend. All boats were competitive and pushing each
On a very puffy day, he didn’t let the sheet out and
individual skipper and crew to be at their best game this
year.
promptly turned us over. He said I didn't keep the
boast on the wind and I insisted he didn’t let the sheet
Unfortunately, I do need to report that Emory Freeman
out! But I don’t feel slighted. Two years later he did
passed away a couple weeks ago. Emory and his wife,
the same thing to my brother George!” Since Kevin,
Ruth, have not sailed with us a few years now due to health like his father’s father, has become a championship
concerns, but were always good competition when they did
sailor, we can only presume that Dave insisted on
R
sail in the past. We will certainly miss him.
R
holding onto the main sheet too.
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… Since the turn of the century, sailing participation is

One-Design Sailing Symposium

down by 20% leaving us with only a ten-percent share
In November, Bruce Nowak (Fleet 2, Clark Lake) & of the 17 million recreational boats in use. This downJohn Washburn (Fleet 23, Des Plaines) represented the ward trend varies depending on boat size with boats
11’ or less down 28%, boats 12’ to 19’ up 3%, 20’ to
Rebel Class at US SAILING’s One Design Sailing
Symposium, in Columbus. This fourth annual event is 35’ boats down 9% and 36’ and larger boats up 14%.
The increase in big boat production helps explain why
meant for one-design racers interested in improving
the market value of boat sales has increased despite a
their skills and promoting one-design sailing. Over
130 one-design sailors, from more than 30 classes net- 7% drop in the actual number of boats built between
worked and attended informative lectures/workshops. 2000 and 2006. As 60% of all boat building compaCompared to the previous four years, this meant that nies are small ones with 10 or fewer employees, the
economic challenges are very real.
attendance was up 20%.
by Bruce Nowak and John Washburn

Although these numbers hold both anguish and promise, industry members Skip Dieball, Greg Fisher,
Doug Labor and Jonathan Banks agreed, in the closing
panel discussion, that it was their love of sailing that
was creating the opportunity to make a living. As
such, being able to ‘work’ in something that is fun is
for them, like any other athlete, worth the challenge.
And this group believes that the challenge may be met
by connecting with the individual sailor athlete.
That sailors are athletes is not really a new concept,
but one that may just be a bit hard to wrap your mind
Expert Speakers Greg Fisher, Stuart Walker & Dave Perry around. Perhaps it’s a bit hard to picture, if you conPhoto courtesy of US Sailing
sidered what Bruce said of himself. Looking a bit befuddled, he said: “I can’t jump as I’ve got too much
mass, can’t run bad knees due to gravity and that mass
This three-day event, like all sailing events, quickly
ate up a 12 hour day. Besides racing from workshop thing, and can’t hold anything for very long unless it
to workshop that featured over 30 presenters from the wraps once or twice around my hands plus my neck
and eyes are bent skyward from years of sailing
sport and sailing industry, there were scrumptious
breakfasts, working lunches and heavy hors d’oeurves watching, and I’m an athlete! [laughing] Just another
to maintain our stamina. Topics included marketing, beautiful specimen gliding across the water.” Given
that all of us are gifted differently, US SAILING has
fleet building, event management, measurement, indeveloped a Sailor Athlete Council (SAC).
surance, sponsorship, marine safety, sportsmanship,
and many more.
The SAC is the only council within US SAILING that
For those wanting to improve their individual results, represents the individual. There are 3 classes or types
there was “go-fast” instruction from noted champions of sailor athletes, and the definitions of the A, B, and
Skip Dieball, Tom Hubbell and Greg Fisher. Saturday C designations may be found at www.ussailing.org/
night featured the Mount Gay Rum speaker series with sac. Former US SAILING President Janet Baxter
Rules expert Dave Perry discussing some of his favor- strongly encourages everyone to register “…if you
ite racing tactics. Sunday’s events were topped off by actually race…” as it is the best way for our organization to represent you the individual athlete.
a keynote speech by none other than Dr. Stuart
Walker.
Understanding the individual is essential to the growth
of sailing in general and our respective fleets specifiIn Jonathan Banks’, the Executive Director of Sail
America, keynote address we learned a number of de- cally. But how do you generalize a picture of what
comprises an individual sailor?
tails about our sport from an industry perspective.
continued next column
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continued next page

… the importance of and need to organize a women’s
only race.

US SAILING’s One-Design Sailing
continued from page 21

This model is derived from the panel’s collective experience as members of the North Coast Women’s Association (NCWA). This experience suggests that
women learn to sail better as group of women as they
are not competing with ‘experienced’ sailors who as
the data suggests happen to be male. There is, as the
panel duly noted, an abundance of evidence outside of
sailing that supports this idea that women learn well as
a group when stereotypical expectations are removed.
This incomplete demographic portrait illustrates on the And this is precisely what the NCWA was able to do
one hand that there is a target market not only for the for the sailors in the Cleveland area. But the question
selling of boats, but for the recruiting of new sailors as remains on how does this help us understand the individual sailor?
well. On the other, the unfinished portrait serves to
support the logic of the SAC which may be restated as
the need to complete the portrait. This type of intro- By stripping away all contexts, we are able to generate
a typology of potential sailors based on their sailing
spective examination was begun by Connie Aguero,
Gretchen Backus-Loper, Heidi Backus-Riddle, Janet exposure and skippering experience. The typology
provides four types of sailors together with the exBaxter and Sherrie Desmond in the panel discussion
pected paths of development. In the Learning Model
“Add Women to Your Fleet (and Watch it Grow?)”
One, the expected pathways of development are
shown by the large arrows downward in the formal
and informal learning platforms. In our general approach to development there is a presumption that
transition from beginning to advanced sailing or from
crew to skipper has a natural flow.
… Taking a look at the demographic data on sailors
might help. We know that 85% of sailors are frequent
sailors with 69% of the all sailors having sailed for 25
years or more. More over 50% of all sailors have an
income above $75k annually with 48% of everyone
having a college degree. And, finally, 53% of all sailors happen to be female, but yet 54% of frequent sailors are males. Remember, we said it might help.

As our readers should remember from the last issue, this
talented and lovely group was Awosting’s recipe for success at our 2007 Rebel National Regatta at Greenwood

Learning
Model 1

No Sailing
Exposure

Any Sailing Exposure

No Skippering Experience

Learn to Sail
Youth &
Adults

Shore Family

Any Skippering Experience

Although there was sharp disagreement amongst the
panel members as to whether or not adding women
will build a fleet, there was clear unanimity on the
need to add women as skippers (drivers). To accomplish this, the panel first distinguished between four
arch-types: new women sailors, those who grew up
skippering, those who grew up crewing and those who
stayed ashore to manage the family and meals. These
four types where then further differentiated based on
the amount of exposure to the sport to help explain

Advanced
Learn to
Sail

Crews

Veterans

Challenging this deterministic presumption may be
heresy to all the coaches and teachers among us, but
we all have seen that it is not so. As Learn-to-Sail
programs are the formal platforms available to anyone

continued next column
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continued next page ...

One-Design Sailing Symposium
continued from page 22

. . . outside of sailing, Learning Model 2 adds three variations to any sailors’ development. The top darker arrow moving from left to right suggest that the largest migration is most likely from an introduction to our shore
family and crews. Of those that do make the transition to advanced programs, the next slightly smaller and
lighter arrow moving upward left to right suggests that a significant number of those sailors also migrate towards our shore family and crews. Thus we find ourselves with a smaller number of competitive sailors than
our presumption would have us
believe and this is illustrated by
No
Sailing
Exposure
Any
Sailing
Exposure
the bottom light gray arrow in
Learning
Model 2.
Model 2
In our informal grabbing a coworker or ‘willing’ child as a
Crews
Learn to Sail Adults
novice crew, the idea that there is
some sort of natural pathway between shore family and crew to
skipper is even farther a field.
Any Skippering
This is not to say that a large
Experience
number of us do not make the
Advanced Learn to Sail
Veterans
transition. Rather, it is to say that
the transition is made easier by
that sense of belonging. For example, a sailing coach noted, during the panel’s floor discussion, two of his most aggressive and advanced racing students would ‘hang back’
when they went to compete in the regular ‘veteran’ races. It is not that these two young sailors aren’t good
enough; it’s that they don’t feel like they belong. As such, there is a need to generate a learning environment
where self-confidence is nurtured by a leveling of the competition.
No Skippering
Experience

Learn to Sail Youth

Shore Family

And that is the nugget that this panel unearthed for us at the November symposium. As illustrated in Learning
Model 3, we need a mechanism that collects and helps those in our respective fleets or clubs that would like to
give competitive sailing another go. For the folks in Cleveland, the Women’s Association certainly worked
and for John and I it was the return to our roots and being aided by the friendly advice of long time mentors
that reeled us back in. While we can not specifically say what that star mechanism will be for your OneDesign fleet or club, we can
say that you will find the sailors you want by gathering more insight on who you
are as a group in order to build a
No Sailing Exposure
Any Sailing Exposure
Learning
better understanding of who your
Model 3
individual sailors are.
No Skippering
Experience

Learn to Sail Youth

Shore Family

Learn to Sail Adults

Crews

Advanced Learn to Sail

Veterans

Any Skippering
Experience
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There were a number of other
good ideas offered at the Symposium to reach out to your community so that you could reinvigorate
your club or fleet. But that discussion will have to wait as our space
has been completely filled! Find
out more at www.rebelsailor.com
on February 1st, 2008.
R

2007 Rebel national Awards Updated*

2007 Junior National Champions
Stephanie Montana and Josh Zimmer
with the
MABEL WOLFORD
Perpetual Trophy

Most Promising Young Skipper
Josh Zimmer
Dr. Mahan Memorial Trophy

Best Finish by a Women Skipper
Wendy Gallione

*correcting omissions and typos from September 2007
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Grand Rapids Invitational

Visit the Rebel Website
http://www.rebelsailor.com

June 2008
vklvet@netserve.net

Rock Hall One-Design Regatta
June 21st &22nd, 2008

Rebel Nationals
July 13th - 17th, 2008
Lake Fenton, Michigan

Rebel 1654

Des Plaines Invitational

A mark 2 and 3/4 is for sale

August 2008
phil.faulkner@sbcglobal.net

Ben Graziani

Tim Dowling Memorial Regatta

(513) 871 1864

CLYC September 20th & 21st 2007

Boat, Sails and Trailer

b1now@juno.com

Advertisers Invited
Members and non-members alike can support
NRCA by advertising their products and/or
services in the Rebel Rabble. Let us know
about your business and support the NCRA at
the same time. The cost for a business card
size ad is $25.00 for four issues. For larger
display ads, a complete list of advertising options and rates can be found on the back page
of this issue. Members can advertise their
boats and sails for sale at no cost. Advertising as well as editorial copy deadlines for
each issue follow below.
Next Issues and Deadlines:
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Issue

Deadline

January 1
April 1
June 1
September 1

December 1
March 15
May 15
August 15

BAG

Oh No - Not Again!!!

MAIL
On the following page please find the outstanding
series of photos first published in the September
September 2007 1966 Rabble, again in June 1974 with this:
Dear Fellow Rebel Owners:

“Labor Day in Michigan was just that for sailors.
Gale warnings were posted on all the Great Lakes as
a great Westerly built up over Lake Michigan and
came whipping across the state, picking up velocity
with each mile. At Gull Lake, 3 boats out of a starting 44finished the races. At Devil’s Lake the race
was called and boats were up on a plane with only a
jib flying.

I purchased a used Ray Greene “Rebel;” in about
1965 from a gentleman who moved to Pennsylvania
from some place in Illinois. I, my son and daughter
have sailed the boat in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and
all over the Chesapeake Bay where I retired to in
1980.
Everything is still original including the sails! Of
course there have been some minor repairs over the
years. I was wondering if you could find out where
and when my boat was made. I really do not have a
clue how old the boat is, but the sail number is 1562.

At Clark Lake, the traditional Labor Day Series was
underway. It was blowing a recorded 30 in lulls and
puffing to 40. On hand to record the heroics was Ace
Photographer and Rebel Skipper, Don Cunningham.
Having fought all Summer with a bad back, Don
chose to get a few candids of the boys as they raced
the buoys.

Thank you
Morgan Ridington
Honey Brook, PA

From Left to right, we skipper Jim Jordon jibing at
the leeward mark, followed by two more machinegun-like jibes, and the final signal of total victory
over the elements.”

Hi Morgan,
Rebel 1562 would have been made by our founder Ray
Green at the manufacturing plant on 508 S. Byrne Road, in
Toledo, Ohio. Pinning down the actual date of construction is a bit more difficult. Without any pictures to look at,
our best guess is that the boat is probably a Mark I built
within two or three years from your purchase date.
In the mid-sixties, Ray experimented with the Rebel trying a
number of ideas suggested by boat owners including seats
and a cuddy-cabin. By the mid-seventies Ray settled on
three-quarter seats for the new generation Rebel, the Mark
II. Prior to that a number of Rebels, known as the Mark
1.5, where built with seats just for the skipper. But rest
assured your Rebel is the same design as any other one.
Within the last month or so, we have heard from the new
owner of Rebel 1026 which is also a Mark I. On the previous page Rebel 1654 is for sale, and the pictures posted on
our website at www.rebelsailor.com show that it is a Mark
II.
Thanks for contacting us and letting us hear about you long
relationship with the Rebel Class. Hope to see you in Rock
Hall.
Editor
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National Rebel Class Association
Bruce LJJ Nowak, Editor
b1now@juno.com
PO Box 4114
Jackson, MI 49204-4114
On the Web at http://www.rebelsailor.com

Change Service Requested

Race, Relax in a Rebel
Advertising Rates

NICKELS BOAT
WORKS

Includes Internet Listing
Issues
Cost
Full Page
Half Page
1/4 Page
1/8 Page

1
$100.00
50.00
25.00
15.00

2

3

4

190.
90.
47.
28.

270. 340.
135. 170.
67.5 85.
40.5 51.

Rebel and Lighting Builder

Business Cards Ads for NRCA members will be placed in
four issues at a cost of $25.00. NRCA members only may
advertise to sell their boats and sails at no cost. Other items
for sale by NRCA members is $0.15 per word. Non-NRCA
members may also advertise their boats, sails and other
boating items at a cost of $0.25 per word.
Advertisements are solicited for placement according to
the rates published in the Rabble.
Advertisements will be run and placed on the internet
when payment and copy is received.
No Advertisements will be placed on the Rebel website,
http://www.rebelsailor.com, without a corresponding ad in
the Rebel Rabble. Visit our advertisers, buy a new boat.
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2426 S. Long Lake Road
Fenton, MI 48430
Phone: 810 750 1855
Email: nickelsboatworks@juno.com
New Rebels, Boat Repairs and Parts
Building the Best for your Sailing
Pleasure

